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Reconnecting with the great outdoors led to a dramatic career change for
Laara Copley-Smith. LEIGH CLAPP went to meet this up-and-coming
Surrey garden designer to find out how it all came about Photos by Leigh Clapp
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EOPLE fall in love with
gardening for all sorts of reasons.
For some, it’s a lifelong passion
that goes back as far as they can
remember, while others come to it
later, perhaps when they buy a house
and have their own garden, or maybe
after getting inspired by a visit to
Wisley or one of the many private
gardens in Surrey that open for the
National Gardens Scheme.
For up-and-coming Camberleybased garden designer Laara CopleySmith, however, it was an idyllic
childhood growing up in the
Lancashire countryside that triggered
her love of the outdoors.
“I spent most of the time outside,
building dens in the woods, playing in
farmers’ fields and getting mucky in
streams and waterways,” says the 42year-old. “The outdoor environment
was a huge part of my life, but I didn’t
realise its significance for me until, as
an adult, I moved to the city.”
In London, she went on to study
TV, film and theatre at college, going
on to become a very successful makeup artist. In fact, over a ten-year
period, she worked on everything from
period dramas and light entertainment
to special effects. But although this
proved very fulfilling, along with
pursuing other artistic endeavours
such as painting and sculpture, Laara
felt something was missing from her
environment living in London.
“Away from the countryside, I
suddenly became aware of my deep
connection to nature and the outdoors,”
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she says. “I believe that the garden, the
landscape and nature have a subtle
power and energy – one that in our busy
lives we become disconnected from.
“I went on to become passionate
about gardening after I discovered
allotments, and the sense of community
that gardening and growing fresh
produce offers.”
Change of direction

Before long, Laara’s professional life
gradually progressed towards the
garden design industry, followed by
moving from London to Camberley.
“After a number of years tilling the
soil and growing organic foods, I
attended a weekend course for amateur
gardeners at Wisley taken by Robin
Williams, an international garden
designer,” she says. “This inspired me
to study garden design at Merrist
Wood College of Horticulture,
graduating in 1999 with a distinction
and being awarded ‘best final project’.
“Meeting Robin again, a number of
years later, I told him he had changed
my life, and I will never forget his
shocked reaction to this ‘responsibility’.
Yet his knowledge, enthusiasm and
passion to share so much did change
my life. As well as his beautiful handdrawn and coloured designs. I will be
forever grateful to him.”
Over time, Laara has built up a
team of fellow creative professionals,
so together they can meet the needs of
any project – from designing planting
schemes to garden structures.
Ideas can come from almost anywhere

– whether it’s the natural landscape,
such as the rolling Surrey Hills, to
trips to the coast.
“There is certainly no shortage of
inspiration – from the patterns one sees
within leaf forms to the light reflection
within the seas and the colour tones of a
natural wild flower meadow,” she says.
“I like classical, formal and traditional
garden spaces and to use solid plant
form in an architectural capacity.
However. I also love free flowing
perennials with the softness and
movement they introduce to a garden.”
Often working with a mix of textures
in evergreen sculptural forms and
blocks, this brings a sense of
permanence to the designs. In contrast,
more ethereal, seasonal plantings of
perennials and grasses add colour,
movement and lightness to the gardens.
“The trick is, you need to be really
clear on your vision and aspirations for
your garden before any investment,”
says Laara. “Look at the design of the
house and its relationship with the
garden. Look at how you use the
garden now and how you would like to
use it. This ‘vision’ stage is essential for
creating a great outdoor-living space.”

NEED TO KNOW
Laara Copley-Smith Garden and
Landscape Design. For details see
garden-landscape-design.co.uk, e-mail
gardenlandscapedesign@yahoo.co.uk
or call 01276 507345
surrey.greatbritishlife.co.uk
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1 Since her career change from make-up artist to garden designer, Laara hasn’t looked back 2 At this house in Surrey, she used hedging
to provide a framework to the garden 3 Here, she has made the most of a covered entertaining area 4 Pots add interest to this pond-side
pathway 5 A cloud-pruned pine brings a touch of the exotic 6 An expanse of green hedging makes a refined statement 7 Perennial plantings
add texture, colour and softness to hedging 8 Golden helennium creates a splash of colour 9 In this garden, Laara has gone for a formal,
classical approach to balance the scale of the property 10 Here, she has incorporated an imposing water feature by sculptor Shaun Brosnan
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